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Abstract 

This paper will provide an introduction to the Bible Sense Lexicon, which is a practical adaptation and 

application of the theory underlying English WordNet to Biblical Hebrew, Greek and Aramaic. The first 

section of the paper will discuss WordNet's theoretical underpinnings emerging from the field of 

psycholinguistics, as well as WordNet's wider uses in the fields of lexicography and Natural Language 

Processing. Lexical relationships that play a significant role in WordNet will receive particular attention. 

These relationships include, but are not limited to, synonymy, hypernymy/hyponymy, and 

holonymy/meronymy. The second section of the paper will focus on how the Bible Sense Lexicon applies 

WorldNet’s framework to the languages of the Hebrew Bible and Greek New Testament and extends it 

in many ways through the manual annotation of text. After first enumerating some of the challenges 

that required adaptation of WordNet’s theory, the place of synonymy, hypernymy/hyponymy, and 

holonymy/meronymy in the Bible Sense Lexicon will be discussed using examples from the Bible Sense 

Lexicon tool within version 5 of Logos Bible Software. The paper will conclude by highlighting the 

importance of the extension of WordNet theory by the manual annotation of Biblical text with senses. 

Annotation of text with senses, whether of the text of the Bible or otherwise, is most often either done 

automatically or only on a small scale. The manual annotation of the entirety of the Hebrew Bible and 

Greek New Testament along with the process of lexicon building has resulted in a tool that is lexicon, 

thesaurus, semantic hierarchy and semantic concordance all in one. 

 

Introduction 
This introduction to the Bible Sense Lexicon (= BSL) will consist of three parts.  I will first discuss the aims 

of the project as they relate to users of Logos Bible Software.  Second, I will discuss the theoretical roots 

of the project in psycholinguistics, in general, and in Princeton University’s WordNet, in particular.  

Finally, I will discuss how WordNet theory was adapted for the BSL and look at the practical benefits that 

have been gained, especially through the manual annotation of the biblical text with BSL senses. 

The Aims of the BSL 
Since this paper is geared toward an audience with an academic interest in lexicography of the Bible, I 

first need to address the aims of the BSL since it is not intended as a strictly academic tool.  We believe 

that this tool is useful for academics; however, it is important to note up front that it was developed for 

the broad range of users of Logos Bible Software, many of whom have little to no Biblical language 

knowledge.  This resulted in some decisions that academic users may object to from a theoretical 

perspective or may find confusing at first glance.  In this light, this paper is not necessarily trying to 

persuade scholars to use the BSL, though I hope by the end of the paper I have demonstrated the value 



of the tool for scholarship.  This paper will focus more on the theory behind the BSL. This theory could 

still offer valuable insight to those who might envision a strictly academic version of a tool like the BSL. 

Against this background, the two of the primary aims of the BSL were:  

1. To provide users of Logos Bible Software with a means for achieving more 

relevant search/concordance  results  

2. To provide users of Logos Bible Software with a means for exploring the 

Bible through meaning, rather than words 

To understand these two goals, consider the common experience that we all have of searching the 

internet and of using dictionaries, whether ancient or modern.  We can look at the results of a Google 

search of a common English word like “cat.” These results demonstrate the confusion that arises from 

our search term being ambiguous: 

 

 

We get results for “felines” and for “Caterpillar Inc.”  Now imagine a similar Bible search for something 

as simple as “house”: 



 

We get results where “house” refers to a physical structure in which a person lives as well as results 

where “house” refers to a household of people. 

Now imagine if bible software users were able to specify not just a word, but a particular meaning they 

wanted to search regardless of the word that expresses that meaning.  For example, imagine that 

someone could search for all the places where “house” refers to a “family.”  The BSL allows users of 

Logos Bible Software to do this. 

Second, consider the arrangement of dictionaries of both ancient and modern languages.  Some 

progress has been made in recent years in modern dictionaries, but arrangement continues to be very 

much alphabetical. This makes intuitive sense for a print dictionary as it helps users find what they are 

looking for; however, electronic dictionaries allow lexicographers to consider other arrangements based 

on meaning, rather than based on the letter a word arbitrarily happens to begin with.  These other 

arrangements can facilitate the exploration of meaning. 



Two of the most prominent English language dictionaries that employ a semantic arrangement are 

WordNet1, which I will discuss in considerable detail below, and FrameNet.2  Two lexica in the arena of 

Biblical languages that explore a semantic arrangement are Louw and Nida (Louw & Nida: 1996) and the 

Semantic Dictionary of Biblical Hebrew (De Blois).  If these examples are unfamiliar, one other entry way 

into thinking about semantic arrangement might be to think about thesauruses.  Synonymy and 

antonymy are semantic relationships and are primary in the arrangement of thesauruses; however, 

thesauruses still tend to rely on alphabetical arrangement.  In many ways, WordNet takes the semantic 

kind of arrangement that one finds in thesauruses and expands upon it by arranging sets of synonyms 

into a taxonomy.  The BSL allows its users to explore meaning in similar ways to these other lexical 

resources. 

Theoretical Foundations in Princeton WordNet 

General Background of Princeton WordNet 

The general background for Princeton WordNet comes from the field of psycholinguistics.  The person 

most influential in the development of WordNet was (the recently deceased) George Miller, who was a 

foundational figure in the field of psycholinguistics (Fellbaum 1998). Psycholinguists, in general, do not 

fall neatly into any of the three major schools within modern linguistics: structuralist, generativist or 

cognitive, though WordNet has been called neostructuralist linguistics (Geeraerts 2010:124ff).  Along 

with matters like child language development and aphasia, psycholinguists are primarily interested in 

experimental results and what they tell us about how language is arranged in the human mind. 

Background for WordNet comes from experimental research on matters such as spreading activation 

and lexical priming.  Spreading activation refers to the idea that when a person hears or sees a particular 

word a vast number of other words that are associated with the initial word are “activated” in the 

person’s mind (references to spreading activation are scattered throughout Fellbaum 1998). So, if an 

experimenter first presents a subject with the word “fruit,” the subject will respond more quickly in a 

lexical decision task, if the next word is “apple” rather than “dog.”  

Among the kinds of related words activated in spreading activation, the two kinds of relationships 

WordNet is most interested in are synonymy and hypernymy/hyponymy (hypernymy is sometimes 

called hyperonymy ).  Hypernyms and hyponyms are also sometimes referred to as superordinates and 

subordinates.  I will spend more time talking about synonyms and hypernym/hyponym relationships in 

both WordNet and the BSL a little further on, but for now the main point is that interest in these 

relationships emerges out of the field of psycholinguistics. 

Beyond this background in psycholinguistics, WordNet has a set of three hypotheses that I should also 

mention.  The three main hypotheses are as follows (Miller 1998a:xvff): 
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1. The separability hypothesis: the lexical component can be separated and 

studied in its own right 

2. The patterning hypothesis: human beings could not use language if they 

were not able to take advantage of systematic patterns and relations of 

meaning 

3. The comprehensiveness hypothesis: to be useful for natural language 

processing a lexicon must be as extensive as human language is 

The first hypothesis is probably the most controversial, or at least causes the most issues in writing 

definitions. I will come back to these hypotheses throughout the paper; however, for now, they may 

help those familiar with the field of linguistics to situate WordNet among other approaches.   

Moving on from theoretical background, I would also like to mention some applications of WordNet in 

the field of Natural Language Processing.  The standard introduction to WordNet provides a number of 

chapters with example applications in the field of NLP (Fellbaum 1998). I am not advocating a complete 

adoption of pragmatism, but at least one test of whether or not an approach to a lexicon is beneficial is 

to look at the results it produces.  WordNet has produced fairly significant results in NLP. 

One way that WordNet has been employed in NLP is text retrieval; i.e., retrieving texts about a 

particular topic (Voorhees 1998:285-304). There are a considerable number of problems in knowing 

what a text is about without reading the whole text.  One of the ways that a person might consider 

going about finding out what a text is about programmatically would be to use the frequency of words. 

In fact, this is how we sometimes hear Biblical texts talked about; however, this is a fairly naïve way of 

going about this. For example, it is possible one word could outnumber all the other words in a text, but 

not outnumber a set of words being used as synonyms. Users of WordNet have attempted to overcome 

this naïve approach by using WordNet synsets to give a clearer picture of what a text may be about. 

Outside of a strictly natural language processing context, WordNet has been put to a number of other 

uses because of the ease with which it can be used for annotation. One of my favorite applications of 

WordNet in this regard is a WordNet tagged brain courtesy of Gallant lab3: 
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I do not have the technical knowledge to even understand how they did this, but this is a map of the 

brain from moving images, rather than static ones, using WordNet. This is a significant advancement in 

understanding language and the brain where WordNet fit the purposes of the researchers. 

Primary Concepts: Synsets and Hypernyms/Hyponyms 

With some general background for WordNet provided, we will now begin to look at some primary 

concepts.  We will start with WordNet’s self-identification. The following is the definition of WordNet 

within WordNet itself: 

a machine-readable lexical database organized by meanings; 

developed at Princeton University 

Of most importance for our purposes, WordNet is organized by meaning.  The arrangement by meaning 

comes in a variety of forms, but the primary focus is seen in the arrangement of words into synsets (or 

synonym sets) and the arrangement of synsets into hypernym/hyponym relationships. 

Synsets 

One of the core concepts of WordNet is that of a synset.  The idea of the synset is not intuitively hard to 

grasp because this means that entries in WordNet are arranged like the entries of a thesaurus. The 

following is an example of the synset for the word “dog”: 

S; dog.n.01, domestic_dog.n.01, canis_familiaris.n.01 (a member 

of the genus Canis (probably descended from the common wolf) 

http://localhost:8000/lookup_gAJVA2RvZ3EBfXECVQhkb2cubi4wMXEDY19fYnVpbHRpbl9fCnNldApxBF2FUnEFc4Yu
http://localhost:8000/lookup_gAJVDGRvbWVzdGljX2RvZ3EBfXEChi4=
http://localhost:8000/lookup_gAJVEENhbmlzX2ZhbWlsaWFyaXNxAX1xAoYu


that has been domesticated by man since prehistoric times; 

occurs in many breeds)"the dog barked all night" 

Consider for a moment how this entry compares to standard entries in thesauruses that we might be 

more familiar with.  One difference is these synsets include definitions.  I should mention here that early 

on in the development of WordNet the creators made the decision that they would not include any 

definitions.  A word’s meaning was to be understood based upon its connections to other words. This 

plan was abandoned when the developers of the lexicon realized that not enough information was 

provided (Miller 1998b:6).  In addition to the definitions, a set of example contexts is given. 

With some understanding of what a synset is, the more important question is: what does WordNet 

mean when calling words synonyms? And, what were the criteria for placing words into synonyms sets?  

It suffices to say that there is debate among linguists as to whether anything like true synonyms actually 

exist, with true synonyms being words that are substitutable in all contexts with no change in meaning.  

This is not what WordNet means when using the term synonym, but rather, WordNet intends for these 

to be understood as near synonyms.  Near synonyms have significant overlap in meaning and are 

substitutable in many, but not all contexts (Miller 1998c:24).  This substitutability is the primary criterion 

for including a word in a synset. 

Perhaps one of the best ways to understand what WordNet means by a synonym is to look at 

euphemisms.  Consider the familiar example of “die,” for which the WordNet synset is as follows: 

die.v.01, decease.v.01, perish.v.01, go.v.17, exit.v.03, pass_away.

v.01, expire.v.02, pass.v.24, kick_the_bucket.v.01, cash_in_one's_

chips.v.01, buy_the_farm.v.01, conk.v.03, give-

up_the_ghost.v.01,drop_dead.v.01, pop_off.v.02, choke.v.12, cro

ak.v.01, snuff_it.v.01 (pass from physical life and lose all bodily 

attributes and functions necessary to sustain life) "She died from 

cancer"; "The children perished in the fire"; "The patient went 

peacefully"; "The old guy kicked the bucket at the age of 102" 

Based on the separability hypothesis mentioned previously, matters of register are ignored.  According 

to WordNet’s creators, knowing when it is appropriate to use a particular word or expression is not a 

part of the lexical component of word meaning, rather this is considered world knowledge.  This entry 

suggests that “die” and “kick the bucket” mean roughly the same thing.  “Die” would be interchangeable 

with “kick the bucket” or “croak” in some, though by no means all, contexts.  This principle has been 

adapted somewhat in the BSL where we have captured many metaphorical extensions that might have 

ended up in the same synset in WordNet; however, this gives a starting point for what WordNet 

considers synonyms. 

Hypernyms/Hyponyms 

http://localhost:8000/lookup_gAJVB2RlY2Vhc2VxAX1xAoYu
http://localhost:8000/lookup_gAJVBnBlcmlzaHEBfXEChi4=
http://localhost:8000/lookup_gAJVAmdvcQF9cQKGLg==
http://localhost:8000/lookup_gAJVBGV4aXRxAX1xAoYu
http://localhost:8000/lookup_gAJVCXBhc3NfYXdheXEBfXEChi4=
http://localhost:8000/lookup_gAJVCXBhc3NfYXdheXEBfXEChi4=
http://localhost:8000/lookup_gAJVBmV4cGlyZXEBfXEChi4=
http://localhost:8000/lookup_gAJVBHBhc3NxAX1xAoYu
http://localhost:8000/lookup_gAJVD2tpY2tfdGhlX2J1Y2tldHEBfXEChi4=
http://localhost:8000/lookup_gAJVE2Nhc2hfaW5fb25lJ3NfY2hpcHNxAX1xAoYu
http://localhost:8000/lookup_gAJVE2Nhc2hfaW5fb25lJ3NfY2hpcHNxAX1xAoYu
http://localhost:8000/lookup_gAJVDGJ1eV90aGVfZmFybXEBfXEChi4=
http://localhost:8000/lookup_gAJVBGNvbmtxAX1xAoYu
http://localhost:8000/lookup_gAJVEWdpdmUtdXBfdGhlX2dob3N0cQF9cQKGLg==
http://localhost:8000/lookup_gAJVEWdpdmUtdXBfdGhlX2dob3N0cQF9cQKGLg==
http://localhost:8000/lookup_gAJVCWRyb3BfZGVhZHEBfXEChi4=
http://localhost:8000/lookup_gAJVB3BvcF9vZmZxAX1xAoYu
http://localhost:8000/lookup_gAJVBWNob2tlcQF9cQKGLg==
http://localhost:8000/lookup_gAJVBWNyb2FrcQF9cQKGLg==
http://localhost:8000/lookup_gAJVBWNyb2FrcQF9cQKGLg==
http://localhost:8000/lookup_gAJVCHNudWZmX2l0cQF9cQKGLg==


The other primary kind of relationship in WordNet is that of hypernyms and hyponyms.  Cruse states 

that these terms are similar to what we mean when we speak of lexical taxonomies (Cruse 2011:168).  It 

is perhaps easiest to understand the concept of hypernyms and hyponyms from an example of ordinary 

language use.  Imagine two scenarios: In the first scenario, I walk in and one of the presenters here has a 

beautiful copy of the Dictionary of Classical Hebrew on the table, whereas in the second scenario the 

presenter has a copy of the Dictionary of Classical Hebrew sitting next to an old battered Greek lexicon. 

In those two cases, I might walk in and say: 

1. That’s a beautiful lexicon you have there. 

2. That’s a beautiful Hebrew lexicon you have there. 

A “Hebrew lexicon” is a more specific kind of lexicon, but the more general term “lexicon” can be 

substituted without any strangeness dependent upon the context. 

Like synonyms, hypernyms are sometimes substitutable; however, this isn’t the primary criterion for 

saying a lexical item in one of its senses is a hypernym of another lexical item in one of its senses.  The 

criterion for determining that something is a hypernym might be called the “x is a kind of y” test.  In the 

“x is a kind of y” test, y is the hypernym and x is the hyponym.  Here are some simple examples as well 

as some of my favorite examples from WordNet: 

WordNet: “A dog is a kind of domestic animal” and “A dog is a king of canine” 

WordNet: “Coffee is a kind of beverage”  

WordNet: “Heaven is a kind of imaginary place” 

WordNet: “Spirit is a kind of vital principle” 

One other matter to point out is that hypernyms form a chain of inheritance. So, “a dog is a kind of 

domestic animal, which is a kind of animal, which is a kind of organism, which is a kind of living thing, …” 

To some this may sound like a form of componential analysis; however, I will bypass that topic for now 

to move into a discussion of the BSL. 

Adapting WordNet for the Creation of the BSL 
Against this brief background of WordNet, I will discuss some of the challenges presented by applying 

WordNet’s theory to the creation of a cross-language tool like the BSL as well as some of the 

adaptations that we made along the way. 

Challenges in Adapting WordNet for the BSL 

From a general perspective, I stated that WordNet theory emerges from modern work in 

psycholinguistics, which already suggests a problem of historical distance.  Native speakers and native 



speaker intuition were available for WordNet, but unfortunately, we found no frozen ancient Israelites 

or first century Greek speaking Christians during the course of our project to thaw out and ask about 

word meaning and to run lexical decision task experiments on them.  Instead, the data for this project 

was supplied primarily by three native speakers of English with background in Biblical languages.  In this 

regard, our task on the project was technically termed one of “data curation.”  Decisions about the 

meanings of words were made based on information available in current lexica of the Biblical languages, 

along with comparison of modern translations and discussions in secondary literature.  Thus, we did not 

suggest new meanings of words, but worked with the meanings suggested by those who have come 

before us. 

There were also other issues that emerged in the course of the project related to the three main 

hypotheses of WordNet, namely the separability hypothesis, the patterning hypothesis, and the 

comprehensiveness hypothesis.  The separability hypothesis states that the lexical component of word is 

separable and able to be studied in its own right.  This hypothesis is not uncontroversial and many 

cognitive linguists today would argue that it is impossible to separate lexical knowledge and world 

knowledge (Riemer 2010:103ff).  Having worked within the separability hypothesis on this project, I can 

confirm that it is often difficult, if not impossible, to draw a line between lexical knowledge and world 

knowledge. 

Take the familiar example, and one for which the BSL has been questioned already, of the differences 

between Hebrew          and Greek  sychē.  There is an intuitive feeling among some lay users of the 

BSL that these two words should be searchable together underneath the label of something like “soul.”  

And, perhaps there is a very watered down way that one cold define these words to make that possible.  

However, the consensus among scholars seems to be that there are certain aspects of the meaning of 

 sychē in the New Testament that are not present in the meaning of          in the Old Testament.  Are 

the elements of  sychē not present in          a part of the lexical meaning? Or, are those elements part 

of world knowledge?  Ultimately, the decision in the BSL was that the senses of these words do not 

belong together, though this conflicts with the understanding of some users of the lexicon.  At the very 

least, this example demonstrates that it is sometimes difficult to draw a distinction between lexical 

knowledge and knowledge about the world. 

The patterning hypothesis and the comprehensiveness hypothesis presented issues for adapting 

WordNet as well; however, the issues were due to the nature of the Biblical text as a closed corpus.  The 

comprehensiveness hypothesis has led to English WordNet containing about 160,000 words with close 

to as many synsets.4 The vastness of the database leads to patterns involving a significant number of 

very fine distinctions.  On the other hand, even with the words in the Hebrew Bible and Greek New 

Testament combined there are a significant number of lexical gaps when compared with English 

WordNet (or as I affectionately refer to them – lexical canyons).  

We have done our best to try to close these gaps, and to do so in such a way that the hierarchy reflects 

the lexical semantics of the Biblical languages.  However, anyone who uses the hierarchy will notice that 
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a significant amount of English is used in order to fill in some of these lexical gaps.  So, some may claim 

that there is a significant English language bias in the BSL.  I would argue that while some bias may 

emerge, there are several important matters to keep in mind. 

First, I did not state this explicitly earlier, but WordNet was conceived of as an ontology. In other words, 

words are defined in terms of what they are in some kind of default way using the phrase “x is a kind of 

y.”  Thus, WordNet’s creators and those who have made application of WordNet would claim that the 

ontological nature of things should be fairly constant.  Indeed, the top levels in WordNet seem to match 

up fairly well with the domain hierarchies that one finds in Louw and Nida (1996) and the Semantic 

Dictionary of Biblical Hebrew (De Blois). 

Within this broad domain structure we then used two primary strategies: 1.) To collapse down finer 

distinctions, and 2.) To build our own hierarchy where WordNet classifications did not make sense.  An 

example of the first strategy is in how “food” was handled in the BSL.  The food branch of the hierarchy 

in the BSL is trimmed down compared to the one found in WordNet. An example of the second strategy 

is in how “animals” were handled in the BSL.  The animal branch in the WordNet hierarchy is thoroughly 

biological. We did not believe a biological hierarchy worked for an ancient language for obvious reasons.  

Therefore, we constructed our own animal branches of the hierarchy based on the categories found in 

places like Genesis and Leviticus. 

Finally, it is important to keep in mind the practical nature of the project.  Even if there is an English 

language bias in the hierarchy, this does not diminish the helpfulness of the sense disambiguation of the 

Biblical text.  In other words, the sense disambiguation still allows for more relevant search results even 

if there is a bias in the hierarchy. I will demonstrate this below. 

This section has given some idea of the general challenges faced in adapting WordNet to create the BSL.  

In the next section, I will discuss specific adaptations of the WordNet concepts of synonyms and 

hypernyms/hyponyms for our purposes. 

Adaptation of Concepts: Synsets and Hypernyms/Hyponyms 

Synsets 

The WordNet concept of a synset was adapted in one primary way.  Earlier I mentioned that the primary 

criterion for including words in the same WordNet synset was substitutability.  This criterion requires 

native speaker intuition, which we do not have access to for Hebrew, Greek or Aramaic.  Of course, 

there are some synonymous parallelisms in the Hebrew Bible; however, these are somewhat limited and 

not completely unproblematic in their own right.  I know the classifications have changed since Lowth’s 

work on the Psalms, but it can often be difficult, if not impossible, to determine if a particular parallel is 

synonymous or synthetic, especially if the parallel involves rare terms. 

In addition, we were unable to use the criterion of substitution due to the fact that we combined into 

synsets words from three historically distant languages.  In other words, no speakers of ancient Hebrew 

would have ever substituted a Greek word into their sentences. The closest thing that we have to that 

would be translation from Hebrew into Greek in the Septuagint, but this is translation rather than 



substitution. So, from the perspective of WordNet theory, and probably from the perspective many 

modern linguistic theories, there is no such thing as a Hebrew and Greek synonym pair in a strict sense 

of the word “synonym.” 

Since we could not use substitution and we were combining multiple languages, we chose to focus on 

definitions. Whether within languages or across languages, we combined words into sets of synonyms if 

they were defined in the same way and we felt like they could be placed into the same area within a 

hierarchy. 

At this point, we can take a look at the BSL synset for “son” when it means “a male human offspring”: 

 

In this example, each of the words that made it into this synset expresses the meaning of “a male 

human offspring” in at least one context. 

Hypernyms/Hyponyms 



In terms of the criterion for hypernyms and hyponyms, we did not adapt much here. We still placed 

senses in the hierarchy based on the “x is a kind of y” test.  However, as mentioned earlier, sometimes 

WordNet’s hierarchy is very modern, such as in the biological classification of animals. In these cases, we 

had to build our own hierarchy.  We also had to remove some of the finer distinctions in English 

WordNet. 

To build drafts for our hierarchy, we made connections to English WordNet when we were defining 

words.  So, for example, we connected our sense of the word “son” meaning “male human offspring” to 

the sense of “son” in WordNet meaning “male human offspring.”  These connections to WordNet were 

then used to build a first draft hierarchy.  (If the technically minded have questions about the 

programming that went into this, I will direct them to Sean Boisen who supervised work on the BSL and 

also did a significant amount of the programming).  The drafts of the hierarchy looked similar to the 

hierarchy that one would find in the BSL tool in Logos 5.  The following is a screen capture of the 

hierarchy for “son” meaning a “male human offspring”: 

 

Once we had a draft of a hierarchy based on English WordNet we were then able to adapt it for the 

purposes of Greek and Hebrew.  Where we had lexical gaps English was often used to fill in.  This 



introduction has been somewhat brief; however, it has given some insight into our adaptations of 

WordNet.  In the remainder of this paper, I would like to look at the benefits of the application we have 

made of WordNet’s theory. 

Demonstration of Practical Benefits 
As mentioned at the outset, the BSL had two practical aims, namely to provide users with more relevant 

search results and to provide an avenue for exploring meaning in the Bible.  For the sake of time, I will 

leave aside the second of those two aims and discuss what we have accomplished in terms of the first 

aim through the manual annotation of the Biblical text.   

Sense Disambiguated Searching 

To understand the value of sense disambiguated searching, think back to the initial example that we 

started with of a Google search for “cat.”  Google provided results for “felines” and for “Caterpillar Inc.”  

Google has its own ways of dealing with this ambiguity, but we can consider this issue as it relates to 

searching of the Bible and see how the BSL addresses this issue.  Imagine that someone wants to search 

the Hebrew Bible for the term of “son” when it refers to the immediate “male human offspring” of an 

individual, such as “Isaac was the son of Abraham.”    

First, the user must choose which language to search. Assume for the sake of argument that a user 

chooses to search bē , which is the most common Hebrew word for “son.”  The following are a few 

problems that arise: 

1. Users will miss occurrences for other words for “son” that could mean roughly the same 

thing, such as bǎr in the Aramaic portions of the text. 

2. Users will find results extraneous to what they are looking for: 

a. bē  when it means “descendants” will show up 

b. bē  used as a term of endearment will show up 

c. bē  referring to a person’s membership in a group will show up 

d. bē  used in age formulas will show up 

e. bē  referring to the offspring of animals will show up 

This is only a sampling, but this should demonstrate that the user will often need to work through many 

irrelevant search results. Additionally, without searching synonyms, users may miss important 

references throughout the Bible pertaining to what they want to find. 

Now, imagine that the user can search not the word bē , but for every time a biblical word express the 

sense of “son – a male human offspring.”  The problems of extraneous search results and missing 

possible original language synonyms would disappear.  The BSL makes this possible because we have 

annotated with a BSL sense every open class word in the Biblical text (we have not done closed class 

words).  This is a new development even beyond what has been done with English WordNet because 

most annotation has been machine automated.  With this expansion to the concept behind WordNet, a 

search in the BSL tool can take the user to the exact results that they want as in the following example 

of “son” from the BSL: 



 

 

 

Of course, there are still issues. For example, though I am almost sure this never happened, we may 

have mis-tagged something in the text.  Or, someone may not agree with our tagging. This is a problem 

with any type of concordancing, and we believe the practical benefits far outweigh the possible 

problems. 

Conclusion 
In conclusion, I have covered the aims of the BSL and traced out some of the theory behind the project.  

The discussion of theory led into the field of psycholinguistics where I discussed spreading activation and 

lexical priming along with the core WordNet concepts of synsets and hypernym-hyponym relationships.  

I also discussed the adaptations of that theory for the development of the BSL.  I finished with a 



demonstration of the BSL, which we believe has significant practical value that extends to both 

academic and lay users of Logos Bible Software.  I emphasized the value of manual annotation allowing 

users to achieve more relevant search results by avoiding problems that stem from the ambiguity of 

search terms. 
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